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22.1. Delete the bad alternative:
It happened last autumn. I was on a trip around our house / through France. I
stayed at an Ibis hotel at Nancy a century ago / for a few days. In the evening I
wanted to swim across the sea / go out. But my head / money wasn’t in my
room any more. I was very happy / upset and went to the dentist / hotel
manager. “I left €500 in my room and it’s not there / in the air now.“ The
manager was very friendly to me, but he couldn’t do anything / so he was
fired. He told me about Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix / bad
people in a bad world, but he was interrupted by a knock at the door / heavy
machine gun fire. A girl came in and put an envelope / a steam engine on his
desk. It contained €500. „I found this outside this gentleman’s interest / room,“
she said. “Well,“ I said to the manager, “there are still some good people in this
beautiful country / dessert.”
happen: take place
upset: sad, troubled

interrupt: stop
knock: tap, hit

envelope: cover, wrap
contain: hold, have

22.2. Give the plural of the nouns:
a house

many houses

my country

several

a child

two

a boy

five

an apple

three

a goldfish

six

a car

hundreds of

a large box

four

a mouse

ten

a tomato

lots of

a tooth

28

a fast train

some

a man

many

a half

two

a foot

three

a shoe

my pair of

a young woman

two

a village

many

a red rose

a dozen

the city

all

22.3. Add the tags:
Have you got a sailing boat?

No, I haven’t. ...................................................

Are you Irish?

No, ..................................................................

Do you like dogs?

Yes, ................................................................

Have you read Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows?

Yes, ................................................................

Can you speak English?

Yes, ................................................................

Have you ever been to Hawaii?

No, ..................................................................

Do you believe in ghosts?

No, ..................................................................

